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PROJECT Management has become such a popular
buzzword that everyone apparently car-

ries this terminology in their wallet along with their credit
cards, to pull out at a moment’s notice and show they are in
the loop.

However, those who can actually manage information
technology (IT) projects of any scope with proficiency are
an endangered species and the business impact is
nothing less than disastrous. Studies show
that 70 percent of IT projects are not
completed (they fail), ringing up an
astounding total of more than $100
billion per year in accompanying
business losses.

POOR PROJECT
MANAGEMENT BY THE
NUMBERS

Getting a handle on the poor state
of Project Management, and the key
element of business value, becomes more
workable by framing the issue with real-
world examples. For instance, a company installed
an enormous satellite network three years ago, with a projected
$40 million in cost savings over five years. At deployment
time, the business objectives upon which the project was
launched were coming to fruition, but the focus instead sud-
denly was on remedial work because the satellite solution was
only effective for the near-term business objectives (cost savings
and single source provider), but ultimately was not going to
work due to ever-increasing data and speed requirements.

In other words, the company had been tracking against the
business value and in the initial deployment all the objectives
were met. However, the satellite network had become a white

elephant requiring constant remediation to ensure application
compatibility and end user satisfaction. Consequently, the
resulting time, effort and end user dissatisfaction cancelled
out the original drivers for the solution. The business
objectives that justified the original solution have changed
and the solution actually has become the hurdle to change.

Continued re-assessment of the business objectives against
the actual project outcomes is imperative to

ensure optimum return and technology
alignment within the enterprise.

Structural change in the business is
a particular sore point with many
companies. One organization was
implementing a complete back
office change in its retail sales and
marketing division. They scheduled
a self-service customer module to
be implemented in the spring.

Based on the expected benefits and
timeframe of the project, the opera-

tional groups reduced 25 percent of
their sales staff while implementation of

the new module was re-scheduled until fall.
Suddenly, field personnel who had been managing

25 stores were now working to support 50 to 60 and experi-
encing organizational stress.

A partial cause of this situation was ineffective commu-
nications and the lack of formal project phase reviews
between the project stakeholders and the teams in the
trenches. That created several consequences, some of
which were unintended:

● business stakeholders initiated budget and
organizational objectives based on the planned future
delivery of the project

Project Management &
Business Value: Making the

Vital Connection
Building high performance teams and successfully completing or “killing” projects is all a matter

of establishing the correct environment — with the objectives, goals and measurements to
reach them. The transformation of an IT project organization from a support role to a business
enabling function is within reach.
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However, the best-laid
plans inevitably face being

ambushed by the failure
to effectively link business
value to project execution.
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● implementation of the solution was
over budget and behind schedule

● key operational staff were placed under
extreme stress for a prolonged duration

● key business performance indicators,
such as accidents and environmental
incidents, were put at risk

● customer satisfaction and loyalty were
placed at risk due to service degradation

● projects that have large expected
returns, coupled with organizational
and process change, should be formally
measured at defined points (decision
gates) to ensure all stakeholders are
aware of the key project metrics and
that the proposed business objectives
are still achievable

WHY PROJECTS GET STARTED —
AND WHAT IS NEXT?

Why do IT projects get started in the first
place? All projects should add value to the
organization at some level and follow a
structured initiation process to measure
expected rates of return and organizational
risk. This article does not discuss the enter-
prise project process, which includes five
main phases: Vision, Initiation, Planning,
Execution, and Close Out.

Regardless of the methodology used, pro-
jects generally fall into one of the following
three broad categories: transactional, infor-
mational or transformational. Transactional
projects are “must do’s” to protect the
environment much like routine car mainte-
nance. Informational projects achieve a
higher business value in terms of manage-
ment, reporting and operating the business.
Transformational projects are high impact
and generally make fundamental changes to
the business operations and strategy. The
rational and business drivers differ by project
type; therefore, business values attributable
to each type of project will be different.

That is, a core set of objectives or values
must be “sold” internally to fund the project
and execute the effort. Then, when the pro-
ject secures buy-in, the Project Manager
must become a change leader to achieve
business value. That role and responsibility
may range from working with the business
stakeholders to translate objectives to the
project organization, obtaining consensus
on expected benefits and delivery timeframes,
establishing the teams and the program
culture, then executing the technology
implementation that will reduce staff,

enhance the supply chain, or introduce a
new sales force management tool into the
work environment.

However, the best-laid plans inevitably
face being ambushed by the failure to effec-
tively link business value to project execution.
In large enterprise projects, the business
values that drove the change typically “get
lost in the project mix.” As a result, several
weeks or months into the project, very few
companies actually measure or track pro-
ject progress against the original business
values used to justify the expenditure in the
first place.

COMPLICATIONS
CONTINUALLY EMERGE

Always be cognizant that business drivers
are dynamic, always a moving target. Yet,
once an organization decides to proceed with
a project, they do not set up decision gates
(summary of key milestones) to systemati-
cally stop and see if they are achieving the
projected business value. In other words, are
the original business values still valid? For
example, if certain market conditions have
changed, the corresponding business values
may now be at risk, outdated or even invalid.

Therefore, it is important to continually
match and track project milestones
against business value. That includes
looking at the objectives that drove the
project initially, looking at the risk of
being able to meet objectives based on the
project’s current state, as well as validat-
ing the current state of each objective or
business value that drove the project at
the outset. Sometimes, killing a project
and incurring a dollar loss, even a sizable
one, will net a better overall result.

As shown in Figure 1, projects are the
building blocks of a pyramid. At the top of
the pyramid is business change or structural
change in the business. Within this particu-
lar building block, however, is a widespread
obstacle: lack of continued business
involvement in projects, not from the IT
department, but from business leaders such
as the vice president of Marketing or the
vice president of Operations.

Too often, once a project starts, the busi-
ness side becomes disconnected. Ironically,
if the business leaders were to stay involved,
they are the very beneficiaries and would
possibly, if they saw this issue more clearly,
have a different viewpoint. Yet, once an IT
project gets approval it typically develops a
life of its own. In addition, most companies
do not have a process in place to measure
and reassess the project. Worse, for myriad
internal reasons, some organizations do
not want to “pull the plug” on money
already spent.

EXCELLENT PM MODEL ALREADY
EXISTS ELSEWHERE

In other fields outside IT, many industries
have utilized an excellent Project
Management model for years. For example,
engineering product development involves a
formal process to ensure a go/no go deci-
sion at critical points within the project
lifecycle. The process includes a series of
reviews, detailed for each stage of the cycle
where specific aspects are analyzed. In
addition, the manufacturing and marketing
people analyze whether the product can
reach its target market. After completing the
original prototype requested, say 12 months
ago, the entire prototype may be discarded
because the market has changed. Yet, in IT
most are reluctant to scrap anything even if
the market changes, as noted previously.

Expanding on another problem alluded to
earlier, it is important to have formal busi-
ness management involvement through all
stages of the project to ensure that the
organization is meeting the business drivers.
The human factor only exacerbates the
problem. Too often, the operational activi-
ties overload the business managers and the
Project Manager becomes the de facto
project champion. He now owns the project
and must get it done single-handedly.
However, many times he is motivated by
forward project movement as opposed to
making fundamental go/no go decisions
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It is important to recognize
and communicate that

killing a project does not
mean that the team failed,

but that the business
drivers changed or did not

work out as planned.
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at designated milestones or decision
gates. More importantly, without the
proactive implementation of decision
gates, there might not be proper align-
ment of a project’s progress measured
against the business drivers.

Milestones and decision gates should be
formal measurements — not glorified
checklists. Rather, they should allow effec-
tive project tracking and the capability to
kill projects earlier in their life cycle. That
way, with discipline instilled, the manager
will never get too far down the road for the
project to fail. The key — and this can never
be stressed too often — is having embedded
checkpoints coupled with well thought out
decision criteria.

WHAT IS THE COMPANY’S
CORE BUSINESS?

In fact, Project Management challenges
come in all shapes and sizes. Today, more
companies are still defining their core
business and IT may or may not be part of
that core. In real-life terms, that means
that a company may have projects that the
IT department simply does because the
projects exist, even if the projects are not
contributing to the core business value.
Therefore, the company needs to do
assessments. At the same time, many com-
panies are on a three-year technology
refresh cycle, but technology is changing
at a faster pace.

Therefore, risks need to be analyzed up
front as well as throughout the project, with
the project prohibited from moving beyond
the next decision gate to the next phase until
the predetermined criterion are met. This
approach can benefit companies by reaf-
firming the project’s original business value
and ensuring that intervention of new
technological change has not altered foun-
dational project assumptions. For example,
a company may be buying four different types
of hardware, then suddenly a manufacturer
introduces a bundled solution that does it all
at 50 percent of the price.

However, that precipitates a larger prob-
lem when the market changes and project
leadership is not informed — the survival
instinct surfacing within the team. However,
when any risks arise after a project starts,
waiting too long to deal with these risks
causes the company to miss the intangibles
that the project was to offer. With technology
changing so quickly, the company needs to

secure investment returns as soon as pos-
sible or they may not be there when the
project is finished. In other words, every-
one must know “This is how we execute
projects.” People will more often than not
meet clearly communicated goals if the
stakes are clear.

LACK OF COMMUNICATION AND
BUSINESS INVOLVEMENT ARE
PROJECT KILLERS

Most business executives are not track-
ing technology trends simply because
they are not IT professionals. So, rather
than tracking technology trends, they are
tracking commodities. Therefore, how do
they ensure business value for technology
projects — especially now? More than
likely there will soon be a big wave of
revamping IT departments — more busi-
ness leadership control of IT to enforce
discipline from a cost and measurement
perspective. These leaders will be most
interested in measuring the project
impact, progress, risk, and alignment with
business value drivers. That means that
key factors are: business support, project
support, business resources to work with
the project team, and IT staff that can
make it happen.

Along these lines, never underestimate
the value of championing i.e., having the
business leader say, “This is really important.”
Business leadership, incorporating the best
of technical and sales skills, must create the
vision and enforce the project on the busi-
ness people. Today, when many teams plan,
they proceed in a virtual vacuum. When it
comes time to engage the business, if not

everyone is willing to participate and
enable, the company has already lost.

Project success begins with the busi-
ness making the “go” decision and
appointing business staff to enable project
execution. Then the champion must
enforce the organizational change or
momentum by saying “Business people:
get on board and I appoint all of you
(team) to work with each other.”
Typically, that does not happen and that is
a contributing factor to failing projects.

This also relates to personnel account-
ability and to the capability to discontinue
projects that do not show demonstrable
results or fail to align with the business
drivers. Similarly, and critically, on every
project the business value must be time-
bound: “This is the value but what is the
time?” It is important to recognize and
communicate that killing a project does
not mean that the team failed, but that the
business drivers changed or did not work
out as planned.

ROUNDING OUT KEYS TO BETTER
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

In deciding whether to commence with a
project (typically a transactional or transfor-
mational project), companies should select
only those that are tactically measurable.
That strategy may only be a set of goals
such as improving customer service or not
increasing headcount. On the other hand,
they may represent tasks that form a strate-
gic perspective that the company sees as
their guiding light. However, they must be
tactical, measurable and affect or align with
the corporate objectives.
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FIGURE 1: PROJECT VALUE PYRAMID
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In addition to holding teams accountable,
they must be rewarded for reaching goals.
In that way, the team knows what is expected
of them as well as the consequences to the
business if these goals are not met.
Likewise, the reward mechanism must be in
place in order to build a culture that focuses
on running projects around the discipline.
Often, that may involve bringing in an
external consultant to make sure the process
is being followed, to carry them through a
few times to make sure they understand it
and demonstrate the results.

CONCLUSION

Building high performance teams and
successfully completing or “killing” pro-
jects is all a matter of establishing the cor-
rect environment — with the objectives,
goals and measurements to reach them.
Transforming an IT project organization
from a support role to a business enabling
function is within reach. It takes leader-
ship and fortitude to integrate and enforce
decision gates and benchmarking against
project goals and objectives. Nevertheless,
once created, this discipline can become a
powerful force within the organization to
facilitate and enhance delivery of products
and services.  
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